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Life Sciences
- Agricultural and Biological Sciences
- Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology
- Environmental Science
- Immunology and Microbiology
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BROWSE FOR JOURNAL & BOOK TITLE

* As an alternative to search, SciVerse ScienceDirect allows you to browse journal and book titles. You can browse immediately from the homepage as well as through browse via the main navigation.

For details on the access of these database contact:
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ABOUT SCIENCE DIRECT

ScienceDirect is a leading full-text scientific database offering journal articles and book chapters from more than 2,500 peer-reviewed journals and more than 11,000 books. It covers around one quarter of the world’s full-text scientific, technical and medical (STM) literature published in 24 fields of science, and continues to deliver new programs of high-quality online content that researchers need for their work. Also offers one of the world’s most advanced web delivery systems for scientific, technical and medical information.

HOW TO ACCESS

To access this database visit the James O’Brien Library Website:
http://adnulib.adnu.edu.ph/

PERFORMING A BASIC SEARCH

You can perform a basic search by entering a few keywords within the Quick Search feature available on every page.

Quick Search effectively supports the most frequently performed tasks and allows you to search on:
Related articles by searching specific terms:
1. Specific search
2. Author search
3. Articles by publication
4. Articles by volume/issue/page
5. Images only

REFINE YOUR SEARCH

With The Search within Results function allows you to apply more terms to your search query to refine your original search set. You can also limit or exclude Content Type, Journal/Book Title or Publication Years from your results list. In addition, the feature suggests Topics, in the form of keywords, that can further refine your search to help you get the results you need.

The ScienceDirect article tabular view provides immediate access to article areas of greatest interest, whether it’s the full Article itself, its Figures and Tables or the References of the article. As with the results list, you may also Email the article, Export citations or go to the PDF.

Output options
1 PDF 4 References
2 Export citations 5 Figures and tables
3 Email article 6 Article

To find additional help

For more information about using ScienceDirect, please visit our online resources:
You can also sign up for a live demo or watch a recorded version on Training Desk - http://trainingdesk.elsevier.com
ScienceDirect is also available via mobile access - http://www.info.sciverse.com/sciencedirect/mobile

NOTE: ACCESSIBLE ONLY WITHIN THE CAMPUS